News on the event of Day of European Surveyor and Geoinformation 2015, Budapest
On March 19, 2015, in the Conference Hall named Darányi Ignac of Ministry of Agriculture (FM), Budapest took place
the event called „European Surveyor and Geoinformation Day” across Europe, initiated and announced by the
European Council of Surveyors (CLGE), which was the fourth occasion in this series.
Hosted by FM, professional program of the conference was organized by the Hungarian Society of surveying, mapping
and remote sensing (MFTTT).
The patron of the conference was Dr. Sándor Fazekas, Minister of Agriculture.
The performances were choosen from the dominant state, military, corporate and educational institutions of our
profession. The following lectures were given in 11 topics:
• policy actualities
• cadastral trends
• GIS multi-national co-production program
• Field data collection as fundamental of spatial information infrastructures
• Building inventory Monitoring System – ÉMO
• Euclidean geometry in Kossuth Square construction works
• History of the MOM (Hungarian Optical Works) operation in the mirror of the International Year of Light
• presentation related to the International Year of the Map
• status of INSPIRE, e-environment protection services within the frame of INSPIRE (eENVplus poject)
• cross-border mobile nature conservation map (eENVplus project).
The planned presentation on the „geospatial and infrastructure system of the Budapest transport management”
unfortunately was cancelled.
Dr. Attila Szinay, Deputy Secretary of State (responsible for land cadastre and
geoinformatics in Hungary), FM was the keynote speaker.
The chairman of the morning session was Dr. József Ádám academician, the
president of the MFTTT, afternoon session was hosted by FM representative
Ms. Piroska Zalaba GIS superintendent, member of the Management
Committee of MFTTT.
In the foyer one of photogrammetric workstations of Institute of Geodesy,
Cartography and Remote Sensing (FÖMI) was placed, where visitors using special glasses could experience the spatial
operation of aerial photographs on the screen.
The participation was free of charge on this all-day conference, the participants were registered. There were 129
attendees, 70 of them young professionals. The youth were excellent students of relevant educational institutions,
as well as representatives of private companies, state management, educational and research institutes
participated. The majority of
the students was organized by
Mr.
János
Heilmann
educational expert, many
thanks for him.
Ministry
of
Agriculture
provided the conference room
and sponsored the buffet lunch
for attendance. On the occasion
of this event the management
of the eENVplus funded 150
thousand HUF for MFTTT. HM
Zrinski Nonprofit Kft. supported
1

the event by press release of Programme sheet in 200 copies.
László Buga, Deputy Secretary-General of MFTTT presented a detailed report illustrated with photographs of all
speakers
on
MFTTT
website. 106
high-quality
photos
also
available
on
the
website
(https://plus.google.com/photos/115842842421482565247/albums/6128704055388526945?authkey=CIGZ6K3gksD
9QA) by our colleague Mr. András Hodobay-Böröcz, copyrighted by him.
On behalf of the Management Committee I express my thanks to the presenters, the exhibitor FÖMI, the chairmen,
the sponsors, organizers and the Organizing Committee members Ms. Piroska Zalaba, Mr. László Buga, as well to the
Secretariat’s staff of MFTTT for successful managing of the event.
Dr. Szabolcs Mihály, vice- president of MFTTT.
(photos: Mr. András Hodobay-Böröcz ©
translation György Domokos)
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